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We are a group of freelance makers and performing artists that have met extensively to discuss
and research on the subject of working conditions and structural inequalities in our field since
September 2020. We engaged on the subject of Universal Basic Income through BAU meetings,
organized collective talk with artists working in The Netherlands and engaged with dialogical
critical thinking with organizations such as Kunstenbond, Aanvang and Dance Council. We see
ourselves as a working team that aims to open up space for a public debate focused on the
sustainability of the independent arts and cultural scene in the Netherlands. We would like to
share, question and inspire possible new modes of artistic production, aiming to discuss how to
structurally diminish inequalities in the sector as it is now.

Based on the experiences of the Tozo system among freelance artists and cultural workers, and
sensing the momentum, we decided to research and create a movement towards finding solutions
for the precarious situation of freelancers working in the sector nowadays. This situation was
already latent in the years before the pandemic. Inequalities in the work relations pressuring the
freelance artist to work unpaid hours.

Thus, the proposal of a flexsecurity aims for a sustainable, long-term practice, as well as to
provide economical agency to freelance workers. The arts and cultural field moves a considerable
percentage of the national economy (3,7% per year based on a survey of 2019) but freelancers do
not benefit from this. In this paper, we lay down some facts and arguments through a series of
bullet points, to create understanding of inequalities faced by the freelancers working in the arts
and cultural field. The aim is to expose differences and tackle measures that we believe do not
structurally solve the actual situation. Finally we argue why a flexsecurity system is necessary.

Please note: this paper is aimed to be a starting point for further discussions. A viability study and
layout of such a system would demand deeper research, dialogue with artists and cultural workers,
and discussions in collaboration with other partners and platforms towards making political and
juridical action to implement structural change.

1 Freelance artists and cultural field workers in this paper are: dancers, choreographers, actors, directors,
musicians, producers, curators, visual artists, technicians, film makers, art directors and teachers in all these
disciplines



——————————————————————————————————————————
Some of the inequalities between the freelance artist/cultural workers and the institutes:

● Salary: Freelancers are not paid a monthly salary.

● Unpaid hours: Freelance workers invest an immense amount of time in developing
resources, keeping up skills, knowledge and networking that turns out to be underpaid
hours of work.

● Short-term income: Freelancers continuously and nonstop search for work or funding.

● Workers rights: Cultural institutions, which receive a considerable amount of structural
subsidies from the government, do not transfer with equity these funds when employing
freelance artists: they offer no security, no work continuity, no insurance, no sick leave
payment, and in many cases they do not offer enough hourly fee, such as - for example -
for the ‘preparation work  hours’.

● Public relations: Freelance artists and cultural field workers have constant administrative
demands such as promoting their work activities which are not included in fees - while
cultural institutes and governmental funds have budgets, subsidies and specialised
employees for this type of work.

● Fee negotiation: Freelancers often have limited financial means - and work opportunities
sometimes - which places them in a vulnerable position when negotiating any kind of fee,
subsidy amount or a ‘fair practice code’ treatment.

● Workforce available for the field: There is a reduced, limited, and controlled amount of
funds to be shared via applications by institutions in relation to an increasing amount of
qualified and passionate professionals. The result is that the only ones profiting from it are
the institutions themselves: by having a large pool of available projects, artists, teachers,
etc.

● Risk: Funds often grant less than what is asked for independent projects, while budgets
applied by independent makers do include a fair practice code. These projects are often
completed for less income and this is, in most cases, not the misdeed of the artists or
cultural producers, neither a matter of poor artistic quality, but the result of a structural
vicious circle that places the financial risk, time and economical “investment” at the hands
of the freelance workers in the relations between funds, freelance artists, producers and
institutes.



Specific pandemic issues:

● With canceling and postponing of works caused by governmental measures during the pandemic,
the compensations were not well regulated. In this time, support from the ministry went mostly to
the institutes which do not practise the expected trickle down services - passing money from top
institutions to the freelancers - for which funds were meant.

● An even more critical situation was created in this last lockdown, from December 2021 to February
2022  when support went exclusively to institutes, and TOZO was retrieved.

● An example of such a decision is that 25 million euro went to “Cultuur Ondernemen” with the
function to lend money to artists, with the condition of proof that the artist will win the money back
through their art. The assumption that all art has a vocation and obligation to be a successful
commercial product is false and deviating.



——————————————————————————————————————————
These measures would not solve the structural problem:

Currently, many institutions are thinking about sustainability and fair practices but these policies
are created through the lenses of the institutions and not based on the voice of the artists.

● The Fair Practice code alone does not solve the structural problem. A fee based on Fair
Practice codes still perpetuate fragmentation in work such as in the case of injury, paid
vacation, extra-working hours, or being able to pay the rent every month.

● Institutes (structurally subsidized institutions ) tend to repeat the system errors and
normalize neoliberal arguments: it is common to hear: we have reduced fees (work more
for less). Among others an example is institutes that cancel the work with short notice and
do not pay the agreed fee - or budget, or the so-called 'paid in exposure'.

● Recent propositions for an obliged ‘ziekteverzekering’ or ‘pensioenverzekering’, to be
reserved from the income of the freelancer would not solve the essential problem because,
how can a freelancer be able to reserve these costs monthly if the monthly income is not
enough to pay basic living?

● Fair Practice code focuses on offering a decent hourly fee. But much of the work of a
freelancer is done prior to the start process or to the presentation of the final product. The
freelance artist or cultural worker is asked to invest extra time for those tasks to make the
projects feasible. Emailing, initial contact collaboration, preparation meetings, networking
has a one-sided often free of charge investment.

● The current situation forces many, and also very talented artists to change professions,
delay their development or not be able to keep up skills, impoverishing the quality and
dynamic of the Dutch culture and art sector.

● Side jobs to be able to survive as an artist are also normalized to guarantee a basic living
while performing the artistic practice. Some artists do find side jobs integrated as part of
their interdisciplinary practice, but many experience unhealthy schedules and stressful
work environments, which interferes directly in the development of their artistic skills.

● Giving more money to cultural institutions will not solve the problem because, by now we
know: institutions will not trickle down the funds for the freelancer, and tend to bring the
artist to the lower priority on the budget.

● Cultural Institutions receive considerable amount of funds from the Government but this
money goes essentially to the building and managers ( which do have a contract ) and not
to the artists or other freelance cultural workers, such as independent producers and
curators, all which are the ones creating the work



Therefore, our appeal is for the creation of a Tozo like system (named in this document as
flexsecurity) which would become a continuous support program for freelancers working in the
artistic and cultural areas, furthering principles of social justice and real artistic sustainability.

—————————————————————————————————————————
Why a flexsecurity system is necessary and how that would promote social benefit:

● Social Inclusion: Flexsecurity would facilitate the inclusion of the freelance cultural workers
in the circulation of the economy. This would benefit society as a whole, due to
intersectional exchange of means of production, knowledge, critical thinking, and so on.
Right now, artists that have financial and social privileges can allow themselves to invest
more time in their practice and career. While artists with less financial means have to work
twice as much to compete in the system.

● Health: Flexsecurity would facilitate a healthier lifestyle. Artists would have better access to
healthy food and medical support in case of injuries. Flexsecurity would also diminish cases
of burn-out and stress, which are deeply connected to shortage of money.

● Long-term practice: Flexsecurity would allow a sustainable long-term artistic practice that
would benefit the entire social sector beyond the arts and cultural field. A long-term
artistic practice allows artists and cultural workers to promote long-term effect with
communities. A long term artistic practice would ratify the costs that government and
society have with the education and professionalization of the artist. Also, the artist would
have the time to develop their relation towards communities in a sustainable way, and
create a bond with the audience focused on artistry rather than on a commercial product
to be consumed.

● Work engagement: Flexsecurity would balance the inequalities of freelancers and
professionals with a contract in the field. One example: both freelancers and contracted
professionals spend a lot of time in meetings, preparing and aiming for a good quality for
the project. But for freelancers, those encounters and meetings are usually unpaid hours.

● Basic needs: Flexsecurity would secure a minimum wage when that is not achieved by all
(paid) artistic work. Which guarantees an annual minimum income to pay basic needs: rent,
gas/electricity, internet, health insurance, alimentation, and keeping up (artistic)  skills

● Fee negotiation: Flexsecurity would empower the freelancer to really negotiate a fair
practice code payment.



Conclusion.

Appeal for a permanent long-term support system in the arts

TOZO was created during the Covid-19 health crisis as a system of financial support to
entrepreneurs, freelancers in general, artists, and professionals of the cultural areas. In the case of
artists, TOZO has had seemingly a very positive effect in the sustainability of artistic practice. In
short, it made possible for freelancer artists to be financially supported when:

1. There is no other form of income or no work.

2. There is work but with unpaid activities normalised in the economic artistic system (emailing,
writing grant applications, training, networking, working on the next project, preparing the next
workshop, or for a festival, writing reports, auditioning, promoting work, doing administration,
contacting programers  and curators, etc).

3. There was paid work but not enough to achieve a minimum amount that could cover costs of
rent, business accounting, maintenance training, food, a website and internet subscription or
other general monthly costs.

The experience of TOZO has made clear that possible solutions can be found to combat the
precarious situation that independent workers of the art and cultural field face in everyday life.
Therefore, we appeal that a likely TOZO system becomes a continuous support program for
freelancers working in the artistic and cultural areas, furthering principles of social justice and real
sustainability.

We consider that this is an appropriate historical moment as the outbreak of coronavirus shook
governments around the world. This pandemic dismantled their fears of offering financial support
for people in need and led them to take responsibility in caring for immaterial public belongings
and its workers, as it is the case of art.

In “Cultural Work as a Site of Struggle: Freelancers and Exploitation”, the author Nicole S. Cohen
states: ‘Freelance cultural work has relations of exploitation at its core’. The author goes further
saying Capital’s ‘immanent drive’ to increase surplus value by cheapening the cost of labour
clashes with workers’ desires to pursue meaningful work, to be paid decently for their labour
power, and to be able to sustain themselves: “The labour-capital relations that underscore
freelance cultural production are often obscured: because freelancers are not engaged in an
employment relationship and are not paid a salary, it appears that they sell simply a finished piece
of work, or ‘labour already objectified in the product’.

In the essay Four Myths About the “Freelancer Class” Sarah Grey states that ‘this model is now
reproduced everywhere from universities to health care to hair salons’ and that ‘unpaid time
includes everything from researching and pitching articles, to invoicing, project management,
marketing and sales and administrative work, all once the responsibility of the employer’.

In the past, other models of basic income for independent artists were employed in The
Netherlands such as the WWIK, which disappeared in 2011 as consequence of the cultural field

https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0017837/2011-07-01


cuts. In Belgium, Norway, Sweden and France the models such as Intermittent du Spectacle,
dating from 1936, are still in practice.

In 2017, 72% of cultural workers in the Netherlands were freelancers. Some platforms state that
nowadays more than 80% are freelancers. The environment that was created by the drastic cuts in
the cultural field by Mark Rutte I in 2008, plus the implementation and the growth of freelancers in
the sector since then, scattered funds and did not improve working rights.

It is also clear that these drastic cuts and the termination of systems like WWIK were political
choices. These political choices are practices of downgrading the art and those who are at the
base of the making of the sector: the art and cultural workers. The actual government just decided
to spend 150 millions in buying a Rembrandt, instead of giving any kind of support directly to the
actual makers of art. The survey ' Artists do not stop ' shows that 57 percent of the cultural2 3

self-employed in 2020 had an annual income of less than 20,000 euros gross. By way of
comparison: the annual average gross salary of a Dutch worker in 2020 amounted to 36,500
euros.4

Nevertheless the intention here is not to recuperate or copy models such as WWIK, but to create
a more inclusive one based on the TOZO experience to guarantee the completion of the Dutch
minimum wage income per month to all artists and cultural workers.

4 https://www.bnnvara.nl/zembla/artikelen/raad-voor-cultuur-grote-zorgen-over-culturele-zzpers

3 https://www.lkca.nl/publicatie/kunstenaars-stoppen-niet/

2 https://www.ad.nl/politiek/aankoop-van-de-vaandeldrager-van-rembrandt-definitief-na-akkoord-eerste-kamer~a8f0d03f/
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